


Wherever you are beginning this, take a deep breath 
and notice how you feel in your body, and how the 
world around you feels.
Take a breath for the day you have had so far.
And a breath for this precious moment, which cannot 
be recreated.
Now, another for the day and night coming.
Here you are, in the cycle between the past and the 
future, choosing to spend your miraculous time in the 
exploration of how humans, especially those seeking 
to grow liberation and justice, can learn from the world 
around us how to best collaborate, how to shape 
change.

Adrienne Maree Brown, Emergent Strategy, in conversation with Octavia Butler’s concept of “shaping God,”



Some of the terms we will use and discuss:

Feminism and Intersectionality
Women and people of diverse sexualities and genders
Lived Realities and Pleasure
Digital technology and Internet as a Place / Space
The 5 layers of Power and the 5 FPIs clusters

FPIs 
landscape



Feminism and Intersectionality



Feminist framework

Frameworks exist to make sense of what we experience. 
They can help to collect and use evidence to transform 
people’s realities.

Which frameworks to use? Why a  feminist framework? 

The first most simple and direct answer  would be: why  
not?!



Why a  feminist framework?
Exercise: Take a piece of paper and a pen and write down this 
question. You can write it down at the top, at the center of your 
paper, where ever it suits you:

 “Why a feminist framework?”

 Spend the next 3 minutes to write down / draw, sketch your 
answers.

 Write / draw anything that comes to your mind and do not stop 
until I  count the 3 minutes

 At the end of the 3 minutes share with two other people of your 
choice in the room 

 Sharing in the group will last 10 minutes. 



Who thought us feminism?



Mary Jackson

Chelsea Manning



Let’s pause and share our feminists 
lineages

think and remember
…

let’s count up to three 

1, 2, 3

Shout out your feminists names



 
“Intersectionality is not primarily about identity it's about how structures make certain 
identities the consequence of, the vehicle for vulnerability, so if you want to know how 

many intersections matter you've got to look at the context ... What kind of 
discrimination is going on, what  are the policies, what are the institutional structures 

that play a role in contributing to the exclusion  of some people and not others” …
(time from: 01:55 to 07:26)



Intersectionality in a nutshell

To use a feminist intersectional lens means to acknowledge the 
complexity in which people, in relation to one another and the system(s), 
experience the power of social inequality in their specific social context 
and use this acknowledgment /evidence to achieve social justice.



 

feminist framework
#feministinternet



 Feminism as such would be able to 
manage, animate and even more 
importantly took part in the defining 
and framing of internet and digital 
technologies

 Feminists practices infused into the 
fabric of internet and digital 
technology from infrastructure to 
coding languages would practically 
flow through all of the things related 
to Internet and technology, from 
printers to fridges, from phones and 
TV to cyborgs, from Intel to Google, 
from Facebook to Reddit, from Linux 
to Microsoft.

If your way of understanding and 
practice of feminism is about: 

 Solidarity and trust of one another

 Recognition, deconstruction and 
transformation of power relations

 Recognition, struggle and 
elimination of structural 
discrimination 

 Recognition, denounce of privileges 

 Recognition and denounce of any 
economic exploitation

#feministinternet



 Women and people of diverse 
sexualities and genders



“From my understanding, a central endeavor of feminist, queer, and trans 
activists has been to dismantle the cultural ideologies, social practices, and legal 
norms that say certain body parts determine gender identity and gendered social 
characteristics and roles. We have fought against the idea that the presence of 
uteruses, or ovaries, or penises, or testicles, should be understood to determine 

such things as people’s intelligence, proper parental roles, proper physical 
appearance, proper gender identity, proper labor roles, proper sexual partners 
and activities, and capacity to make decisions. We have opposed medical and 
scientific assertions that affirm the purported health of traditional gender roles 

and activities that pathologize bodies that defy these norms. We continue to work 
to dispel myths that body parts somehow make us who we are (and make us 

“less than” or “better than,” depending on which we may have)”.

Dean Spade, in Freedom is a constant Struggle (Angela Y. Davis)



Lived Realities and Pleasure



Lived Realities
contexts and specificity

“Living as we did - on the edge - we developed 
a particular way of seeing reality. We looked 

from both the outside in and the inside out. We 
focused our attention on the center as well as 
the margin. We understood both. This mode of 
seeing reminded us of the existence of a whole 
universe, a main body made up of both margin 

and center"

(bell hooks, Margins to Center:hooks 2000:xvi)



As a world without borders, the internet has and continues to allow me access 
to and into circles that I haven’t previously been exposed to in my everyday 
life … We don’t just tell stories, we make connections with people through 
those stories. Mamello Sejake,  How we reimagine and redefine freedoms
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https://www.genderit.org/feminist-talk/how-we-reimagine-and-redefine-freedoms


"Our erotic knowledge empowers us, becomes a lens through 
which we scrutinize all aspects of our existence, forcing us to 
evaluate those aspects honestly in terms of their relative meaning 
within our lives.” Sachini Perera, Finding the Pleasure Point in Internet Policy Spaces
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https://www.genderit.org/feminist-talk/finding-pleasure-point-internet-policy-spaces


What's the point of revolution if 
we can't dance? 



Activism consists of efforts to  
promote, impede, or direct  
social, political, economic, or  
environmental reform or stasis 
with the desire to make 
improvements in society.

Pleasure activism is the work we 
do to reclaim our whole, happy, 
and satisfiable selves from the 
impacts, delusions, and  
limitations of oppression and/or 
supremacy.  



Pause and share your 
pleasure activism

Write up / Draw / Vogue

Who awakened your senses?
 Who politicized your experiences of body, identity, 

sensation, feeling good? 
If they are still living, have you thanked them properly? 

If yes, good, do it again. If not, reach out … 
Gratitude is part of pleasure too.



Internets and digital technologies 
as a Place / Space 



The continuum

Feminist organising online and offline is a multiverse of 
new expanding forms

What is most powerful has been the emergence of 
movements, protests and the merging of the digital with 
the streets in spite of the growing omnipresence of data 
surveillance and the policing of bodies.



FPIs and the 5 layers of power

The 5 layers of power:

Access

Expression

Economy

Embodiment

Networked

The 5 FPIs cluster:

 Access

 Expression

 Economy

 Embodiment

 Movements & Public 
participation





Structural power
FPIs cluster: Access

Who has the power to land the cables, the  satellites, the 
drones? Who decide about the last mile, the costs of  the 
services?

Internet can enact very conservatively but can be very  
innovative, think of the power to create community 
owned infrastructure that are outside the mainstream 
internet, that can stay off-grid or connect to other similar 
collective-owned infrastructures shaped by very specific 
local needs.





Discourse is more material than ever and internet give us  the 
capacity to create our own truths. Our own knowledge and to 
make unknown histories and practices be collectively  shaped, 
from indigenous communities to queer  communities.

The internet enables the “ability to participate in influencing 
discourse, shaping culture”, which is arguably one of the most  
important shifts in power. Because it’s about what is invisible: our 
understanding, attitudes, beliefs, that then influences our practices.”

Discursive power
Expression Cluster





Economic power
Economy cluster



Platform capitalism
Surveillance capitalism

Digital ID and Health Capitalism
SiliconValley capitalism

State capitalism

The power of the 0.01%, economic models and revenue: 
from Dot-Com explosion to gig economy 

Circular economy? Sharing economy

The role and hope of Open Source, Free software

 





Embodied power
Embodiment cluster

Something that:
● represents a quality or an idea exactly,
● gives concrete form to an abstract idea
Synonymous: avatar, personification

Internet as place and a space that overcome limitations of 
mobility, accessibility, ability, representation and age allows 
people to explore, dream and desire, seek communities, build 
and share memories, push the envelop of respectability and of 
social norms.



Embodied power
Embodiment cluster

On the internet our bodies are bytes, pixels, bits, fragments 
traveling from us to us to other(s), to reunite unique by hash 
and metadata. In the continuum of Internet and our 
streets, our bodies are our data 

That’s the power of embodiment, the possibility to transcend 
the self/selves, experience possible self/selves, imagine and 
create collective (new) divers and non-conforming selves.



Is a powerful experience that the internet and digital 
technology elevate and multiply 

The key element for a powerful experience of the embodied 
power of the internet are:
● Consent: unconditional, personal, inalienable, as the 

signature to a mutual pact
● Privacy: control over what, when, where, how and with who
● Anonymity and/or un-identifiability: makes the exercise of 

autonomy, agency and dignity (more) possible
● Memory: exercise and retain control of our personal data
● Safety: no harm

Embodied power
Embodiment cluster





We can be heroes: Online violence, bullying, harassment, theft of 
identity, non-consensual circulation of intimate images - are now being 
recognised and acknowledged in public discourse as misogyny and 
attempts to silence women and people of diverse sexualities and genders 



Networked  power
Movements and public participation cluster

Most importantly, internet connects us. 

Allows us from becoming weird atomized individuals to find 
others who are interested in, care about, concerned about 
the same things. Enables us to organize, have conversations, plan 
for collective action, take things to different spaces, make shifts 
across the different layers of power, occupy different spaces. 

Because the characteristic of the internet, is essentially one that is 
networked. It is  about connections. And the freedom to  make 
connections, towards the shift and  change we collectively believe 
in, is an  important one”. 

Jac sm Kee



Thanks, @hvale

contact:
 hvale@apcwomen.org

feministinternet@apcwomen.org

#feministinternet

mailto:hvale@apcwomen.org
mailto:feministinternet@apcwomen.org
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